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The spatial and temporal characteristics of
perceiving 3-D structure from motion
DAVID W. EBY
University of California, Santa Barbara, California
In four experiments, a scalarjudgmentofperceived depthwas usedto examinethe spatial and
temporal characteristics of the perceptual buildup ofthree-dimensional (3-D) structure from op-
tical motion as a function ofthe depth in the simulated object, the speedof motion, the number
of elements defining the object, the smoothness of the optic flow field, and the type of motion.
In most ofthe experiments, the objects were polar projections of simulatedhalf-ellipsoids under-
goingacurvilineartranslation about the screen center. Itwasfoundthat-thebuiklupof3-Dstruc-
ture was: (1)jointly dependent onthe speed at which an object moved and on the range through
which the object moved; (2) more rapid for deep simulated objects than for shallow objects;
(3) unaffected bythe numberofpoints definingthe object,including themaximum apparentdepth
within each simulated object-depthcondition; (4) not disrupted by nonsmooth optic flow fields;
and (5) more rapid for rotating objects than for curvilinearly translating objects.
The human visual system has the remarkable ability to
recover three-dimensional (3-D) shape when it is pre-
sented with a rapid succession of2-D views ofa moving
object. Even when each view by itselfcontains no infor-
mation about three-dimensionality, depth can still be per-
ceived. In their now classic study, Wallach and O’Con-
nell (1953) named thisphenomenonthe kineticdepth effect
(KDE). Recent investigators have called the phenomenon
the recoveryof structurefrom motion (SFM) (e.g., Todd,
1984; Ullman, 1979, 1984).
When viewing a KDE display, one often has the im-
pression that the time course for the structural buildup
is quite short. Wallach and O’Connell (1953) took note
ofthis factwhen they observed that “turning wire-figures
were seenthreedimensionally immediately upon presen-
tation” (p. 208). Surprisingly, until recent years, there
was very little data about the temporal characteristics of
the process involved in the recovery of SFM (see Hil-
dreth, Grzywacz, Adelson, & Inada, 1990;’ Loomis &
Eby, 1988; Todd & Bressan, 1990).
This lackofdata is surprising fora number ofreasons.
First, because a static view ofthe 2-D imagery produces
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no impression ofdepth (if all other cues to depth are re-
moved), it should be obvious, once motion is initiated,
that structuralbuildup is a fundamentalaspectofthe per-
ceptionof SFM. Second, from an applied standpoint, data
about the human ability to process rapid, kinetic 3-D in-
formationis often useful in system design. Data about the
spatial and temporal characteristics of perceiving 3-D
SFM could be used to optimize systems that rapidly dis-
play 3-D information, such as flight simulation systems.
Third, as noted by several authors, information abouthow
depth builds up overtime is important for theories ofthe
human perception ofSFM (Grzywacz & Hildreth, 1987;
Hildreth & Koch, 1987; Landy, 1987; Landy, Dosher,
Sperling, & Perkins, 1988). My primary purpose in the
present article is to provide an empirical background of
temporal and spatial characteristics of the perception of
SFM, by investigating the effects of several factors on
the buildup of 3-D structure.
Several terms that I will use in this article are defined
in Table 1. The buildup of 3-D structure can be defined
eithertemporally or spatially. Since thesetwo factors often
covary (i.e., an increase in one often produces an equal
increase in the other), they are frequently used inter-
changeably. However, in this and in other studies (e.g.,
Hildreth et al., 1990; Todd & Bressan, 1990), there is
evidence to suggest thattemporal and spatial variables af-
fect thebuildup of 3—D structure differentially. The buildup
of 3-D structure is therefore defined as the function that
relates perceived depth to stimulus duration; in spatial
terms, buildup is defined as the function that relates per-
ceived depth to range ofmotion. Most of the results in
this study can be adequately described by exponential
functions oftwo parameters—the asymptotic extension in
depth and either the space constant (Equation 1) or the
time constant (Equation 2). Thus, the buildup of 3-D
structure is defmed in relation tothese scalar parameters.
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Table 1
Definitions ofTerms
Term Definition
Angular increment The number of degreesofcurvilinear translation
between each distinctview of an object and the
next.
Distinct view New information about an object consisting ofa
set ofnew 2-D coordinates.
Range of motion The total range (either translation or rotation)
through which an object moves during an entire
display (i.e., the number ofdistinctviews multi-
plied by either the rotary orthe angularincrement).
Refresh rate The rate at which the video monitor redraws the
information beingdisplayed, independently ofup-
date rate,expressedin numberofrefreshesper sec-
ond (in hertz).
Rotary increment The number ofdegrees ofrotation between each
distinct view ofan object.
Update rate Thenumber ofdistinctviews oftheobjectper sec-
ond (in hertz).
In a study of the buildup of 3-D SFM, Hildreth et al.
(1990) investigated three main variables: range of rota-
tion (or display duration, since they covaried), simulated
depth separation between the three points used in their
display, and the effect ofincreased noise in the 2-D loca-
tion of the image points. They found that the accuracy
with which a subject could determine whichofthree points
was intermediate in depth increased with increasing range
of rotation up to about 30°or 40°and then leveled off.
At their refresh rate of 33 Hz, this angular range cor-
responded to a duration of 660-900 msec. Using scalar
judgments of perceiveddepth andcurvilinearly translating
objects, Loomis and Eby (1988)have studiedthe same vari-
ables andhave found similar results, with reports ofdepth
leveling offat about40°-60° of motion. This range of mo-
tion corresponded to a duration of about 570-860 msec.
When different depths were simulated, Hildreth et al.
(1990) found that performance accuracy increased as
depth separation increased, suggesting that larger simu-
lated separations were perceived as being deeper. This
interpretation is supported by several studies in which it
has been shown that subjects tend to reportincreased ap-
parent depth when objects are simulatedas being deeper
(e.g., Eby & Loomis, 1989; Loomis & Eby, 1987a, 1988,
1989, 1990). Inaddition, Hildreth et al. (1990) found that,
with large simulated separations, subjects’ accuracy in in-
dicating which ofthree points was intermediate in depth
reached asymptotic levels at aboutthe same time as it did
with small simulated separations (however, the asymp-
totic levels differed, depending on the separation). A simi-
lar result has also been reported by Loomis and Eby
(1988), who found that judgments of object depth for
different-sized objects undergoing a curvilinear transla-
tion reached a maximum at about the same time.
The. amount of noise in the 2-D positioning of points
in a SFM display does not seem to affect the buildup of
perceived structure. Hildreth et al. (1990) added noise to
the 2-D location ofthe points by randomlyperturbing the
x and y values ofthe points according to a Gaussian dis-
tribution. In different experimental sessions, the space
constant for the Gaussian was variedto manipulate the
amount ofnoise. Hildreth et al. found that as noise was
increased, overall performance decreased; however, as-
ymptotic levelsof performance were reached at about the
sameangular range ofrotation as in thecondition in which
no noise was present. This finding suggests that the addi-
tion ofnoise reduces the amount ofdepth separation per-
ceived in the points but does not seem to affect the tem-
poral or spatial characteristics ofthe build-upofstructure.
The results ofthe Hildreth et al. (1990) and Loomis and
Eby (1988) studies provide some preliminary information
about how object depth builds up.
The present study was designed as a systematic inves-
tigation ofseveral othervariables that are likely to be use-
ful for theorizing about the process of recovering 3-D
SFM. Specifically, the temporal and spatial characteris-
ticsof the buildup of perceived 3-D structure were in-
vestigated as a function of the speed of the object mo-
tion, the simulated object depth, the amount of surface
overlapin transparent objects, the number of elements
definingthe object, andthe type ofsimulated 3-D motion.
GENERAL METHOD
Unless otherwise indicated, a variation of a method used by
Loomisand Eby (1988, Experiment 4) was alsousedin the present
experiments. Aone-parameter seriesofhalf-ellipsoids,varying only
in the distance from base to apex, was developed (see Figure 1).
Because many models of the human perception of SFM recover
3-D structure (e.g., Grzywacz & Hildreth, 1987; Landy, 1987;
UIlman, 1984), Loomis and Eby (1990) have argued that depen-
dent measures that capture local curvature or surface orientation
arethe bestmeasures for making contact with theorizing. However,
such methods are time consuming and difficult for observers. In
thepresent study, a faster andless difficultmeans ofjudgment was
chosen. The subject’s task was to report the length, from base to
apex, of the perceived half-ellipsoid (D’ in Figure 1), under the
assumption that this scalar measure captures the essential change
in perceived structure produced by our manipulations. Despite the
subjectivity ofthe measure, Loomis and Eby (1988, 1989, 1990)
have shown that suchdepth estimatescorrelate highly with interest-
ing measures of image motion (such as shearing motion), which
suggests that scalar depth estimates are useful fortheorizing about
the human recovery of SFM.
Stimuli and Apparatus
The surfaces of the half-ellipsoids were defined by some set
(usually 128 or 256)of randomly positioned luminous points, with
the restriction that one ofthesepoints bepositioned directly on the
apex and fourpointsevenly positionedaboutthe base. Displaypoint
sizewas .4mm (1.4’).So that subjectscould not useunique features
produced by the random placement ofthe points in the different
objects asabasis forobject identification, the half-ellipsoids were
all created in the following way. Between objects, the x andycoor-
dinates defining these points were identical; however, the z coor-
dinate varied, depending on the simulated depth in the object. The
SFM image sequences were created on an IBM PS/2 Model 80
microcomputer with softwarewrittenforthe 640 x 480 resolution
modeoftheIBM videographics array (see Loomis & Eby, 198Th,PERCEPTUAL BUILDUP OF DEPTH 165
Three Examples of
Half-Ellipsoids
Figure 1. Three examples of objects(half-ellipsoids) with shapes
similar to those of the objects used in this study. For all objects,
the base diameterwas equal;the objectsdiffered only in depth. D’
shows the dimension judged by the subject. The objects were de-
fined by points of light randomly positioned on their surfaces.
for a description of the software) and displayed on a Zenith flat
screen RGB monitor (ZTM 1490). Thevideorefresh rate wasfixed
at 60 Hz.
In most of the experiments, the objects were displayed on the
CRT in the geometric configuration shown in Figure 2. The simu-
lated object depicted in Figure 2 is the half-ellipsoid shown in
Figure 1, oriented so that the base is parallel to the display screen
with the apex recessed into the screen. The projected base ofthe
object was 7 cm in diameter (4°of visual angle). The projection
center ofthe objectbase was always 5 cm from the screen center.
Duringeach trial, thehalf-ellipsoid translatedcurvilinearly about
thescreen center,
2
andunless otherwise indicated, theangular incre-
mentwas 1°/view.By analogy, the motion is similar to the orbital
motion ofthe moon about the earth when viewed from above the
earth’spole, with the moon asthe object and the fixed point being
the earth’s center of mass.
This presentation method produced at least one source ofdepth
information: velocity gradients based on motion parallax (the pro-
jected velocities varied with the distance to the projection point).
The ability of the visual system to use this type of information is
currently being investigated by several authors (e.g., Braunstein,
Andersen, Rouse, & Tittle, 1986; Braunstein& Tittle, 1988; Loomis
& Eby, 1990, 1991).
In the present study, we were interested in the buildup of 3-D
structure as a function of the available motion information. This
stimulus presentation method is advantageous for holding constant
or eliminatingtheother monocular cues to depththat areoften simul-
taneously present in a SFM display. As the object translated cur-
vilinearly, it projected a nondeforming contour. Changes in the
projectedcontour ofanobject in theabsence ofrelative motion in-
formation have been shown to be apotentially useful source ofin-
formation about 3-Dobject shape (e.g., Andersen & Cortese, 1989;
Loomis & Eby, 1989; Pollick, 1989; Todd, 1985; Waflach &
O’Connell, 1953). In addition, textural information, while possi-
bly informative about objectdepth (e.g., Sperling, Landy, Dosher,
& Perkins, 1989), is held constantwhile the object translates cur-
vilinearly, allowing one to assess structural buildup without con-
foundingtheresultswith apparent depth producedby changing tex-
tural information. Curvilinear translation about the screen center,
ratherthan someother type oftranslation, was alsochosen because
the simulated object center always remained at the same distance
fromthe projectionpointused in generatingthe displays. Variations
in this distance mighthave producedvariations in perceived depth
that were unrelated to the variables under investigation.
Rangeofmotionandviewing duration were manipulated by vary-
ing a between trials. The display was viewed monocularly with the
right eye andwith head movementattenuatedby achinrest. The sub-
ject’s eye waspositionedon a line perpendicular tothe centerofthe
screen at a distance of Im .This viewing position was geometri-
callycorrect forthe 1-rn projection distanceused in creating the 2-D
imagery. A staticviewofthedisplay appeared as a collectionofwhite
points contained within a circular area on a black background.
The experiments were under subject control and were run in a
small darkened room. As depicted in Figure 3, the subject sat at
a station with a chinrest. A computer keyboard was enclosed by a
five-sided box that wasopen facingthe subject. Asmall light source
attached inside the box provided enough light forthe subject to see
thekeyboard withouttheroom’s being visibly illuminated. The sub-
ject viewed the display screen over the box. A light source beneath
the monitor illuminated a ruler that was calibrated in centimeters.
The light source was connected to a foot pedal with which the sub-
ject could illuminate the ruler. The subjectused the ruler to facili-
tate his or her judgment ofobject depth. The subject was kept in
a moderate state of light adaptation by uniformly illuminating the
display screen at a luminance of 65.1 cdJm2 between trials.
Procedure
Theexperiments were divided into threeorfour sessions that were
run withat least2hseparating them. Prior to the first session, the
subjectwas given instructions aboutthe taskand abouthow toper-
formtheexperiment. Thesubjectwas showna diagram ofthedimen-
sion of the half-ellipsoid that was to bejudged (D’ in Figure 1).
The subjectwastoldto respond to theapparentextent in depth rather
than to what the subject “thought” was beingshown. (The subject
was judging the major axis of the half-ellipsoid; when the object
base was oriented frontally, this coincided with extension in depth
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Figure 2. Schematic frontaldepiction ofthegeometrical relationshipofthe factorsinvolved
in the display. The filledcircles represent the simulated object in two different locations.
Thearrowin eachfilled circleshows thattheobject didnot rotateasit translated. Thelarger
circleindicatesthe pathofcurvilinear translationfollowed by the objectand by thefixation
target. Viewing duration and range of motion were varied by changing a between trials.
as seen by the observer.) Previous investigations in ourlaboratory
have shownthat thesedisplays occasionallyundergo depthreversals.
Becausethis mayhave changedthe perceived depth extent, subjects
were instructedto attempt to maintain the depthordering thatthey
perceived at the beginning of the experimental sessions. When a
depth reversal occurred during a trial, the subject was instructed
to view the display until the depth reversed again before making
a depthjudgment. Inpostexperimental interviews, only about half
ofthe subjects reportedseeing spontaneousdepth reversals. Ofthose
who did reportreversals, many indicated thatthe frequency ofrever-
sals tendedto increasetoward theend ofthe experimentalsessions.
No subjects reportedbeing unable to “switch back” thedepth or-
dering when a spontaneous reversal occurred. Inthe same inter-
views, the subjects werequeriedabout possible strategies that they
might havebeen using for theirresponses otherthanthe requested
strategy. All reported that the objects usually appeared to have a
perceived depth, and all reported that they based their responses
on this perception.
Eachtrial proceeded asfollows. The subjectpressed a key on the
keyboard to begin. The adaptation display disappeared and a small
(.4-mm) luminous fixation target appeared at eitherthe90°or the
270°position, as shown in Figure 2. This target translated curvi-
linearly around the screen centerthrough an arc of90°in adirec-
tion toward the0°position in Figure 2. The subjectwas instructed
to trackthis fixationtarget in orderto initiate propereye movements
priorto stimulus presentation. Whenthe target reached the 0°posi-
tion, it was replaced with the stimulus, which continued to translate
curvilinearly aboutthe screen centerin the samedirection and with
the samespeedasthe fixation target’s. The stimulus movedthrough
somerange, a (dependingon theparticular trial), afterwhich it dis-
appeared. The subjectwas requested to judge the apparent depth in
thehaif-effipsoid at its terminal position. Because in someofthetrials
the stimulus moved through a very short a, the viewing time may
havebeentooshort forsubjects to form ajudgment of theperceived
depth. Therefore, aftera 1-secblanking period, the entire sequence
was repeated.3 This cycle of stimulus display and blanking period
continued until the subjectwas ready to make ajudgment of depth.
When ready, the subject terminated the display by pressing theap-
propriate key on the keyboard. The stimulus display was replaced
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the apparatus used in all of
the experiments, showing the location of the subject, monitor, and
other components. (See the text for a description.)
Subject
1 meter viewing distance
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by the adaptation display with a prompt for entering a response in
centimeters. After the subject responded, the next trial began. Be-
causeseveral subjects participatedin morethan one experiment, no
feedback aboutthehypothesesoftheparticularexperiments was given
until the end of the entire study.
EXPERIMENT 1
Speed of Motion
Experiment 1 was designed to investigate how the
buildup of3-D structure is affected by objects moving at
different speeds. There were two main reasons for study-
ing this variable. First, preliminary results (reported in
Loomis & Eby, 1990) suggestedthat this variable affected
the rateatwhich an object perceptually builds up. A sec-
ond reasonwas to determinewhethertheperceptual buildup
of structure was related to the range through which an
object moved, tothe displayduration, or toboth. Bycur-
viinearly translating objects at several different speeds,
we could study structuralbuildup as a function of display
duration, independently of the range of motion.
Method
Subjects. Six graduate students from the UniversityofCalifor-
nia at Santa Barbara actedasobservers andwere paid forparticipat-
ing. As measured byaKeystone orthoscope, all observers hadnor-
mal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity in the right eye (the eye
used in the experiment). All observers were experienced in mak-
ing psychophysical judgments of depth extent, but none were
familiar with the hypotheses of the experiment.
Design. Three factorswere investigated: simulated object depth
(8, 16, 32, and 64 cm), rangeof motion (0°,4°,10°,20°,30°,
40°, 60°, and 120°), and speed of translation (30°,60°, and
l20°/sec).The perspective ratios (defined as in Braunstein, 1962)
forthedifferentdepthobjectswere 1.08, 1.16, 1.32, and l.64for
the shallowest to the deepest object, respectively. As depicted in
Figure 4, translation speed (in degrees/second) was equal to the
update ratemultiplied by the angular increment. Translation speed
was varied by independently manipulating these two factors to
produce thethreedifferentspeeds. The 120°/sec speed wasproduced
by curvilinearly translating an object through an increment of
2°/updateat an update rate of60 Hz (note that the video refresh
rate was fixed at 60 Hz). The slowest speed was produced by an
angular incrementof 1°/update with a 30-Hz update rate. Since
the fast and slow speeds wereproduced in different ways, to com-
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration ofthe relationship betweenthetwo factors manipulated tovarythecurvilineartranslation
speed. Within each box, the large circle depicts the path of translation followedby the object. The small circles represent
possible locations of the simulated object invarious frames of the animation sequence. The small solid circles show that be-
tweenupdates the angularincrement couldbe either1°or 2°.(Note that the illustrated increments have been greatly exag-
gerated in this figure to makethem noticeable.) The small dotted circle represents the location of the simulated object after
1 secof displaytime; this location is the same in the upper right and lowerkftbuxcs, because theseobjects both translated
at the same rate.
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pare these conditions it was necessary to show that the two ways
ofvarying thetranslation speedwerefunctionally equivalent. There-
fore, the60°/sec curvilinear translationspeed wasproduced in two
ways: an angularincrementof1°/update with a 60-Hzupdate rate,
and anangular incrementof2°/updatewith anupdaterateof 30 Hz.
If no difference is observed inthese twoconditions, there is justifi-
cation for comparing the different translation speeds.
The various combinations of these factors (4 object depths, 8
rangesofmotion, and 4 translation speeds) resulted in 128 condi-
tions in the experiment. The subject participatedin three sessions;
during eachsession, thesubjectjudgedall 128trials in random order.
Each session lasted approximately 40 mm.
Results and Discussion
The averagejudgments of the 6 observers are shown
in Figure 5. Each panel depicts a different curvilinear
translation speed. Because the 60°/secspeed was pro-
duced in two different ways, two sets of data are shown
in the middle panel. A three-factor (depth x range x
speed) repeated measures analysis ofvariance (ANOVA)
of the two 60°/secspeeds showed that there was no
statisticaldifference betweenthe two ways ofcurvilinearly
translatinganobjectat60°/sec[F(1,5) = .89,p = .39],
allowing us to compare across all speeds. Because no
difference was observed inthe 60°/secspeed conditions,
in all subsequent analyses the data from these conditions
have been averaged.
Several trends are evident in Figure 5. First, for all
translation speeds, a main effect of simulated depth isevi-
dent. As is shown by the separation ofthe curves in each
panel, the deeper the simulated object, the larger the
judged extension in depth. A three-factor repeated mea-
sures ANOVA (depth X speed x range) showedthis trend
to be highly reliable [F(3,15) = 28.51, p < .001]. This
result supports the findings of numerous other studies
(e.g.,Eby&Loomis, 1989; Loomis &Eby, 1988, 1989).
Second, structural buildup was found in all conditions;
asthe range of motion was increased, subjects judged the
half-ellipsoid to be longer [F(7,35) = 11.6, p < .001].
This result is consistentwiththe findings ofHildreth et a!.
(1990) and Loomis and Eby (1988). Third, as the speed
oftranslation was decreased, theaverage depthjudgments
decreased over all conditions. This main effect was mar-
ginally significant [F(2,10) = 4.27, p < .05]. Fourth,
there was a reliable interaction between translation speed
andrange ofmotion [F(14,70) = S.26,p < .05], indicat-
ingthat betweenthe translation speed conditions therewas
a slight difference in the shape ofthe curves that related
reported depth and range ofmotion. Finally, as Hildreth
et al. (1990) and Loomis and Eby (1988) found, across
alltranslation speedsdeeper simulatedobjects werejudged
as reaching asymptotic depth after about the same range
of motion as that for shallow objects, but the levels of
asymptotic depth differed. Thus, the curves relating
judged depth and range ofmotion for the four simulated
object depths had different shapes. This two-wayinter-
actionbetween simulateddepth and range ofmotion was
significant [F(21,105) = 3.13, p < .001]. All otherinter-
actions were nonsignificant.
As shown in Figure 5, the curves relating reports of
depth and range of motion are approximately exponen-
tial in shape; this is the basic shape found in previous
buildup experiments (Hildreth et al., 1990; Loomis &
Eby, 1988). To compare the shapes ofthese curves, all
curves were fit with the exponential function,
D’ = Emar[1(e_’1°)],
where ris the range ofmotion indegrees, D’ is thejudged
depthatrange r, E,~is theasymptotic extension indepth,
and a is the spaceconstant (the range ofmotion required
forjudged depth to comewithin 1—lie ofthe maximum
judgmentofdepth). The fitting was achievedby iteratively
choosing the combination of Emas and a that yielded the
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Figure 5. The results of Experiment 1, showing the average depthjudgments of 6 observers as a function ofsimulated object
depth, duration, range, and speed of translation.PERCEPTUAL BUILDUP OF DEPTH 169
Table 2
Calculated d (in Degrees), r (in Milliseconds), E~ (in Centimeters), and Root Mean
Square (RMS) Error (in Centimeters) as a Function of Translation Speed and
Simulated Object Depth (in Centimeters) for Experiment 1
Translation Speed
120°/sec 60°/sec 30°/sec
Object
Depth a r Em~,
RMS
Error a
RMS
r Em~x Error a r Em,.~,
RMS
Error
8
16
32
64
35.1
35.1
27.5
21.1
291 6.6
291 9.1
231 11.4
176 13.4
.27
.47
.42
.67
28.1
26.6
15.9
17.3
466 5.6 .22
4.46 7.3 .23
266 8.9 .53
291 11.7 .66
18.7
23.6
10.4
12.0
626
791
351
401
4.2
5.7
7.4
9.8
.32
.26
.49
.55
Average 29.7 247 22.0 367 16.2 401
Note—Both 60°/s ec conditions were averaged before curve fitting.
lowest overall deviation fromthe empiricalcurve (calcu-
latedas root mean square, or RMS, error). (Seethe Ap-
pendix for a moredetailed discussion ofthe curve-fitting
procedureand the goodness offit to the data.) Thevalues
derived with Equation 1 are shown in Table 2.
A review ofTable 2 shows, as expected, that Emas in-
creased with increases in simulated objectdepth. Interest-
ingly, Em~ also increasedas translation speed increased.
Without furtherresearch, we can only speculate aboutwhy
this occurred. One possibility is that faster moving ob-
jects project a greater amount of relative optical motion
information perunit oftime. Ifwecompare the space con-
stant values, we find that a did not vary systematically
with simulated object depth in the 30°/secand 60°/sec
conditions, showing that the buildup ofjudged depth ex-
tent was approximately the same, regardless ofsimulated
object depth. On the other hand, in the 120°/seccondi-
tion, a decreased with increases in simulateddepth, in-
dicatingthat depthjudgments built up ata faster ratewhen
deeperobjects weredisplayed. Whenwecompare aacross
translation speedconditions, we findthatadecreased with
slower speeds, indicating that objects moving more slowly
built up to maximum depth over a shorter range of mo-
tion than did fast moving objects. This finding suggests
that not only spatial, but also temporal factors werein-
volved in the buildup of structure.
Note that the results in Figure 5 are plotted as a func-
tion ofboth range of motion and display duration. Ifwe
average aover the simulatedobject depths foreach trans-
lation speed, we find average space constants of 29.7°,
22.0°,and 16.2°for the 120°/sec,60°/sec,and 30°/sec
conditions, respectively. Ifrange ofmotion was the only
factorrelated tostructural buildup, we would expect these
values to be nearly the same; this suggests that duration
is also an important factor in the buildup of 3-D struc-
ture. When the data in Figure 5 are considered in terms
of duration (note that each panel has a different time
scale), it is clear that judgments of depth reach asymp-
totic depth levels at different durations. The curves in
Figure 5 were fit with Equation 2,
where t is the duration in milliseconds and r is the time
constant. This curve fittingwas identical to the procedure
carried out with Equation 1, except that duration rather
than range was used and a time constant, r, rather than
a space constant, a,was fitted (see the Appendix). Aver-
agingover simulated object depth, we find rs of247, 367,
and 542 msec forthe 120°/sec,60°/sec,and 30°/seccon-
ditions, respectively. If duration was the only factor
related to structuralbuildup, wewould expect little vari-
ation in thesevalues. These facts suggest that both range
of motion and stimulus duration are involved in the
buildup of 3-D SFM. Without further experimentation,
one cannot conclude definitively about the relative con-
tributions ofeach factor; however, the factthat the best-
fitting average avalues varied only slightly in comparison
with thebestfitting rvalues suggeststhat the rangethrough
which an object moves is the more heavily weighted fac-
tor in the buildup of 3-D structure.
The remaining experiments were focused on other fac-
tors involved in the recovery of3-D SFM, independently
ofthe issue ofspatial versus temporal effects. Thesefac-
tors were therefore covaried through the study ofonly one
update rate. Because thesefactors werecovaried, the results
can be discussed in terms ofeither range ofmotion ordu-
ration; here the results are reported in terms of duration,
so that different types of motions can be compared.
EXPERIMENT 2
Element Numerosity
The buildup of structure was investigated in Experi-
ment 2 as a function of the number oftexture elements
definingthe object. Past studies have shownthat variations
in the number of elements defining an object can affect
the perceived rigidity ofthe object (Green, 1961; Todd,
Akerstrom, Reichel, & Hayes, 1988), the ability of an
observer to detect a change from an unstructured to a
structuredobject (Husain, Treue, & Andersen, 1989), an
observer’s overall impression of three dimensionality
(Braunstein, 1962), an observer’s ability to identif~’ob-
‘2~ jectshape accurately (Dosher, Landy, & Sperling, 1989a),
“ ‘ and an observer’s impressionof depth (Dosher, Landy,
= Emax[l(e_thl’)],170 EBY
& Sperling, 1989b). These studies suggested that one
mightobserve a difference in therate ofstructural buildup
when element numerosity was varied.
Method
Subjects. Five subjectsparticipated. Four werepaid graduatestu-
dent subjects recruited fromthe University ofCalifornia at Santa
Barbaraand wereunfamiliar with the hypothesesofthe experiment.
The 5th was the author. All subjects were experiencedpsychophysi-
calobservers whohadnormal or corrected-to-normalvisualacuity
in the right eye.
Design. Three variables were investigated: the simulated object
depth (14, 20, 28, 40, and 56 cm), the number ofpoints defining
the simulated object (32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 points), and dis-
play duration (0,67, 167, 334, 500, 668, 1,000, and2,000 msec).
Thesedurations correspondedto asof0°,4°,10°,20°,30°,40°,
60°,and 120°,respectively. Theperspective ratiosfor the fiveob-
jects were 1.14, 1.20, 1.28, 1.40, and 1.56 for the shallowest to
the deepest object, respectively.Inall objects,4 points wereequally
spacedabout the baseofthe half-effipsoid, anda 5thpointwasposi-
tioneddirectly on the apex. The curvilinear translation speed was
fixed at 60°/sec.
The combination ofthe variables yielded atotal of200different
conditions in theexperiment. Each subjectparticipated in threeses-
sions, during which all 200 trials were judged in random order.
The sessions were conducted on separate days, and each session
lasted approximately 1.25 h.
Results
The average depth judgments of the 5 observers as a
function ofthe display duration are shown in Figure 6.
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Eachpaneldepicts a different simulatedobject depth. As
found in Experiment 1, subjects’ judgments of apparent
object depth increased with increasing simulated object
depth. A three-factor (depth x duration x number of
points)repeatedmeasures ANOVA showed this main ef-
fectto be highly reliable [F(4,800) = 65.23, p < .01].
Also asin Experiment 1, judgmentsofdepth increasedwith
increases in durationup to about 1,000 msec [F(7,800) =
120.69,p < .01]. However, there was a significant ten-
dency for shallower objectsto continue building up after
1,000 msec [F(28,800) = 2.65,p < .01]. More interest-
ingly, judgments of object depth were unaffected by the
number of points defining the object [F(4,800) = 3.89,
p > .01]. Because all other interactions were nonsignifi-
cant, one may conclude that for the range of point flu-
merosities studied, varying the number of points that de-
fme an object does not affect the buildup ofperceived3-D
structure.
The curves in Figure 6 were fit with Equation 2.
Emax, and RMS error for each curve are shown in Ta-
ble 3. Asexpected, Emax varied proportionally withsimu-
lated depth and did not vary systematically between point
numerosities withineach simulateddepth condition. Ifwe
compare r values, we find that, in general, r decreased
as simulatedobject depth increased, signifyingthatdeeper
simulated objects built up to asymptotic depth over a
shorter duration than that for shallow objects; a similar
trendwas found in Experiment 1. Inaddition, itwas found
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Figure 6. The results of Experiment 2, showing theaverage depthjudgments of 5 observers as a function ofthe simulated
object depth, number ofpoints defining the object, andrange ofmotion. The overlapping ofthe curvesin eachpanel shows
that there was little effect of point numerosity in the buildup of perceived structure.
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Table 3
Calculated r (in Milliseconds), E~ (in Centimeters), and Root Mean Square (EMS) Error (in Centimete
Function of Simulated Object Depth (in Centimeters) and Element Numerosity for Experiment 2
rs) as a
Number of Points
512 256 128 64 32
Object RMS RMS RMS RMS RMS
Depth 7 Em~x Error r E~ Error r Ems,., Error r Ema~ Error r E,,,~ Error
14 541 5.0 .29 536 5.3 .23 262 4.1 .29 291 4.1 .35 486 4.4 .23
20 409 5.5 .32 346 5.4 .21 481 5.7 .32 271 4.7 .41 220 4.1 .40
28 292 6.5 .49 242 6.0 .35 362 6.3 .42 317 5.6 .36 287 5.2 .41
40 324 7.6 .33 254 7.4 .35 195 6.5 .65 291 7.1 .65 234 5.9 .48
56 209 8.7 .38 220 9.6 .82 257 8.6 .55 229 7.7 .85 314 7.8 .32
Average 355 320 311 280 308
that rdid not vary systematically as a functionofthe num-
ber of points defining the object. The average r values
across each simulated depth condition for each point
numerosity are shown in Table 3; these values had an
average difference ofonly 32 msec, whichwas negligible,
considering the fact that each view was updated every
16.7 msec. This finding supportsthe conclusion that vary-
ing the number of points that define an object does not
affect the temporal buildup of perceived 3-D structure.
Discussion
This study showed that the buildup ofperceived depth
judgments in a SFM display is independentof the num-
ber ofpoints that define the object, at least in the range
studied. This factis interesting for several reasons. First,
the addition ofpoints, from 32 to512, does not slowthe
processofrecovering SFM as mighthave been expected
if the 3-D recoveryprocess were based on a serial com-
putation of image flow between all elements in the dis-
play. Second, even thoughelement numerosity and spa-
tial separationofpoints covaried inthe study, it suggests
that the process for recovering SFM can compute struc-
ture overa spatially extendedrange. In the 32-pointcon-
ditions, the average separation betweenpoints was about
23.2 mm(1.3°),whereas inthe 512-pointconditions, this
separation was only 5.7 mm (.3°)—afourfolddifference.
Alternatively, an average separationof 1.3°mightrepre-
sent a separation over which spatiallylocal computation
is sufficient, with smaller separations contributing little
more. Research on the relationship between elementnu-
merosity and larger spatial separations in which the two
do not covary should disentangle these possibilities. At
any rate, forobjects subtendingavisual angleof4°,there
is no difference in the temporal rateofstructural buildup
or maximum judged depth level when the object is de-
fined by either 32 or 512 points.
EXPERIMENT 3
Overlapping Versus Nonoverlapping Surfaces
Several studies have shown that the visual system can
recover structurefrom the2-D projections of3-D objects
that have a nonoverlapping surface (i.e., objects with a
single smoothly varying surface, such as a plane or an
opaque spheroid) (e.g., Braunstein & Andersen, 1984;
Eby, Loomis, & Solomon, 1989; Loomis & Eby, 1988;
Todd, 1984) and fromobjects with overlapping transpar-
ent surfaces (such as a transparent spheroid) (e.g., An-
dersen, 1989; Braunstein, 1962; Braunstein & Andersen,
1984; Donner, Lappin, & Perfetto, 1984; Loomis & Eby,
1988, 1989; Mace & Shaw, 1974; Petersik, 1979). Ex-
periment 3 was designed to investigate the buildup of
structureas a function ofwhether the object has overlap-
ping or nonoverlapping transparent surfaces. Thisvari-
able was studied because the local projected flow fields
are quitedifferent in the two types ofdisplays. In the case
ofan object withnonoverlapping surfaces, the optic flow
field is locally smooth, whereas in the case of overlap-
ping transparent surfaces, the localoptic flow field is not
smooth (i.e., points that are adjacent in the 2-D projec-
tion may be located on two surfaces separated in depth
in the 3-D scene). This distinction is important, because
mathematical analyses of optic flow have included as-
sumptions about the smoothness of the flow field (e.g.,
Koenderink, 1986; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980).
Andersen (1989) has investigated the ability ofan ob-
server to perceive 3-D structure with nonsmooth optic
flow fields by simulating overlapping transparent planes
separated in depth along the line of sight. He found that
up to three surfaces separated indepth couldbe accurately
detected and that judgments of depth between surfaces
increased with increases in simulated depth separation.
He also discovered that the sign of depth for two over-
lapping surfaces was accurately perceived. Theseresults
suggest that the visual system does not need a smooth
optic flow field as input for recovering 3-D SFM. How-
ever, the display duration in all of Andersen’s displays
was 2 sec, a duration that typically yielded asymptotic
depth judgments in the present study. It is possible that
over the short term a smooth optic flow field is neces-
sary, whereas overthe longer term, processes notrequir-
ing locally smooth optic flow are used. If so, we would
expect judgments of depth to increase more slowly for
nonsmooth local optic fields than for smooth optic flow
fields.
In this experiment, the paradigm fromthe first two ex-
periments was used to investigate how perceived depth
builds up as a functionofwhether the object hasoverlap-172 EBY
ping (nonsmoothoptic flow) or nonoverlappingtranspar-
ent surfaces (smooth optic flow). In order to make the
depth judgments comparable across objects, identically
shaped objects were used. As shown in Figure 7, thenon-
overlapping-surface objects were recessed half-ellipsoids
with an open base; the objects with overlapping surfaces
were also recessed half-ellipsoids, but the base was cov-
ered with points.With these specialized objects, the simu-
lated extensions in depth were identical, allowing us to
assess how depth builds up in the presence of overlap-
ping or nonoverlapping transparent surfaces.
Method
Subjects. Five graduatestudents from theUniversityofCalifor-
nia at Santa Barbaraparticipated forpay. Four ofthe subjects had
participated in Experiment 1 or 2. All had experience in making
psychophysical judgments ofapparent depth in a SFM task. As
measured by a Keystone orthoscope, all subjects had normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity in the right eye. None ofthesub-
jects were familiar with the hypotheses of the experiment.
Design. Three factors were studied: simulated object depth (8,
16, 32, and 64 cm), the overlapin the surfacesdefining the object
(overlapping ornonoverlapping; see Figure 7), andthe display du-
ration (0, 67, 167, 334, 500, 668, 1,000, and 2,000 msec). These
durations corresponded to as of0°,4°,10°,20°,30°,40°,60°,
and 120°,respectively. The perspective ratios were 1.08, 1.16,
1.32, 1.64 forthe shallowesttodeepestobject. Thenumberofpoints
per object was fixed at 256. For the nonoverlapping-surface ob-
jects, all 256 pointswere randomly distributed abouttheobject sur-
face with the restrictions discussed in the general method section.
The overlapping-surfaceobjectshad 60 pointsrandomlypositioned
on the base, and the remaining points (196) were randomly posi-
tionedoverthe restofthe object. The curvilineartranslation speed
was held constant at 60°/sec.
The various combinations ofthe three main factors produced a
totalof 64 differentconditions in the experiment. Each subjectpar-
ticipated in four sessions; during each session, the subject judged
all 64 conditionsin randomorder. Each session lasted about 40 mm.
Results and Discussion
The average judgments of the 5 observers are shown
in Figure 8. Each panel depicts a different simulatedob-
ject depth. As found in Experiments 1—2, increasing the
simulated object depth and the display duration resulted
in significant increases in reports of perceived depth. A
4 (simulated object depth) x 2 (degree ofoverlap) x 8
(duration)repeatedmeasures ANOVA showed both trends
to be highly reliable [F(3,12) = 34.21, p < .001, for
depth; F(7,28) = 9.49, p < .001, for duration]. Addi-
tionally, there was a significant interaction between
amount of surfaceoverlap and simulated depth, reflect-
ing the slight trend for subjectsto report a greaterdiffer-
ence in the apparent depths of the two kinds of objects
as the simulated depth was increased [F(3, 12) = 4.64,
p < .05]. All other interactions were nonsignificant.
More interestingly, even though the graphs show that
the overlapping-surface objects arejudged tobe shallower
on the average than the nonoverlapping-surface objects
in many cases, the difference is not statistically signifi-
cant [F(1,4) = 1.64]. A comparison of individual sub-
jects suggested that this observed difference in Figure 8
resulted mainly from the judgment of 1 observer, who
judged nonoverlapping-surface objects to be as much as
two times deeper than the overlapping-surface objects.
Thisconclusion was supported by an ANOVA computed
with subjects as a factor, which showed a statistically reli-
able interaction between the amount of overlap and sub-
ject variables [F(4,12) = 13.3, p < .01]. In addition,
therewasno significant main effectofamount ofoverlap
Figure7. Depiction oftheshapes used in Experiments 3 and4. The nonoverlapping-
surface half-ellipsoidis similar to the objectsusedin the other experiments in-this-study.
The overlapping-surface object is also a half-ellipsoid; but, ratherthanhaving the base
open, itwas a surface defined by texture elements. The actual objectswere transpar-
ent (rather than opaqueas shownhere) so thatthe impression wasthatufioukinginto
the object through a transparent base. As inthe other experiments, the objects were
defined by points of light randomly distributed on the simulated surfaces.
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Figure 8. The results ofExperiment 3, showing the averagejudgments of 5 observers
as a function ofthe simulated object depth, the amount of surface overlap, andthe range
ofmotion. Forall simulatedobjectdepths, therewasa slight tendencyfor nonoverhspping
objects to be judged as deeper, but this trend was not statistically significant.
[F(1,3) = 6.1]. This finding is consistent with the results
of Andersen(1989). The observed separation ofthecurves
in Figure 8 is likely to be the result of the judgments of
1 observer.
The eight curves in Figure 8 were fitwith Equation 2.
Table 4 shows r, Emax, and the goodness-of-fit measure
(RMS error) foreach curve. As found inthe previous ex-
periments, Emax increased as simulated object depth in-
creased. Additionally, Emaxwas consistentlylarger in the
nonoverlapping-surface conditions thanin the overlapping-
surface conditions; this was expected by looking at the
Table 4
Calculated r (in Milliseconds), E,,~, (in Centimeters), and
Root Mean Square (EMS) Error (in Centimeters) as a Function
of Amount of Surface Overlap and Simulated Object Depth
(in Centimeters) for Experiment 3
Surface Overlap
Nonoverlapping Overlapping
Object RMS RMS
Depth 7 Emax Error r Em~, Error
8 403 5.75 .13 327 4.63 .10
16 351 6.87 .12 334 5.72 .30
32 205 8.53 .45 207 6.90 .32
64 259 10.50 .46 177 8.02 .30
Average 305 261
graphs in Figure 8. In Experiment 2, r was found tode-
creasewith increases in simulatedobject depth. Overall,
a similar trend was observed here, except in the case of
the 64-cm simulated object. A comparison of r between
nonoverlapping- and overlapping-surface objects shows
that in three ofthe four simulateddepth conditions, rwas
greaterforthenonoverlapping-surface objects. Since there
was no significant main effect for the overlap variable,
this result was most likely producedby the observed sub-
ject x condition interaction, indicating only that at least
1 subject had a tendency tojudge overlapping transpar-
ent surface objects as building upto maximumdepth over
alonger durationthan that fornonoverlapping-surfaceob-
jects. However, these differences consist only of a few
degrees, and further research is needed to determine the
effect ofnonsmoothlocal optic flow on the buildupofper-
ceived 3-D structure.
EXPERIMENT 4
TheEffect ofRotation andDegreeof Surface Overlap
In this experiment, structural buildup was investigated
as a function ofrotation about a vertical axis rather than
curvilineartranslation—as had beenthe case in the previ-
ousthreeexperiments. There were two primary reasons
for studying this factor. First, in all of Hildreth et al. ‘s
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(1990) experiments, rotating displays were used. In the
present experiment, buildup was investigated as a func-
tion ofrotation so that the present findings could be bet-
ter related to Hildreth et al.‘s work. A second reason for
studying rotational motion involved a SFM display de-
veloped by Jack Loomis at the University of California
at Santa Barbara. In this display, an object rotated about
a vertical axis. Every 180°of rotation, the simulation
would instantaneously switch between a disk and a pill-
shaped object. The impressionas one viewed this display
was that the perceiveddepth in the object changed rapidly
and stabilized when the objects were switched; this stabili-
zation period seemedto be much shorter than the .5 sec
(60°rangeoftranslation) or so that we observedwithcur-
viinearly translating objects in Experiments 1-3. Because
this object was rotating rather than translating, it is pos-
sible thatthe buildup ofstructure is much faster when ob-
jects rotate. Additionally, because Experiment 3 showed
a null effect of surface overlap but the graphs indicated
a slight tendency for nonoverlapping-transparent-surface
and overlapping-transparent-surface objects toperceptu-
ally build up atdifferent rates, this factorwas againvaried.
Method
Subjects. Six graduate students from the University of Califor-
nia at Santa Barbara participated for pay. All had participated in
at least one of the previous experiments. None were familiar with
the hypotheses of the experiment.
Stimuli and Apparatus. The objects were created in the same
wayasin Experiment3, exceptthatthey had abase radiusof 5 cm.
Since the objects were simulated as rotating about a vertical axis
rather than translating, they were centered on the display screen.
The objects rotated through various angles at an angular velocity
of 60°/sec.The rotary increment between views ofan object was
1°.Asin the previous experiments, the displays wereviewed from
a distance of I m.
Onedifficulty in studying therecovery of3-D structure from rotat-
ing nonsymmetrical objects is that asthe object rotates, it projects
aconstantly deforming contour. As notedpreviously, changingcon-
tourinformation in isolation is sufficient forthe recovery ofshape
(e.g., Andersen & Cortese, 1989; Loomis & Eby, 1989; Miles,
1931; Pollick, 1989; Todd, 1985; Wallach & O’Connell, 1953).
This cue wastherefore reducedin twoways. First,therangethrough
whichthe objectsrotated waslimited, therebyminimizing thechange
in the projected contour. Second, the display was masked so that
only a circular portion (radius = 4.5 cm) of the display wasvisi-
ble. The circular aperture was positioned so that it just occluded
the circular border of the object. With these two manipulations,
the projected contour of the objects was circular—except for the
contourofthe flattest object used in the experiment (a disk) when
that object rotated through its greatest angular range (64°).
Design. Three factors were studied in this experiment: simulated
depth of the object (0, 5, 10, and 15 cm), the amount ofoverlap
in the surfaces definingthe objects(overlapping ornonoverlapping;
see Figure 8), and the display duration (0, 33, 67, 100, 134, 267,
534, and 1,069 msec). These durations corresponded to rotations
aboutaverticalaxis of0°,2°,4°,6°,8°,16°,32°,and64°,respec-
tively. Theperspective ratios were 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, and 1.15 for
the shallowest to the deepest simulated objects. As shown in
Figure 9, therotary motionwas evenlycentered about the orienta-
tion in’which the object base was parallel to the display screen.
Thedisplay procedurewassimilar tothat employed in theprevi-
ousstudies. Thedisplay started with the objectoriented atits max-
imum angularextent (Position 1 in Figure 9). Itthen rotatedthrough
the appropriate angular range for that trial to its other maximum
extent (Position 2 in Figure 9). The display was then blanked for
1 sec. This cycleofstimulus display and blanking was continually
repeated until the subject responded.
The various combinations of these factors yielded 64 different
conditions for the experiment. The subject participated in four
separate sessions, during which heor shejudged all 64 conditions
in random order. Each session lasted about 40 mm.
Results
The average results of the6 observers are shown in Fig-
ure 10. Eachpanel depicts a different simulated object
depth. As in all of the previous studies, there were sys-
tematic effects ofsimulated object depth and displaydu-
ration, with reports ofdepth increasing with increases in
either factor. A4 (depth) x 8 (duration) x 2 (amount
ofoverlap) repeated measures ANOVA showedbothef-
fectsto be highly reliable [F(3,15) = 48.82, p < .001,
fordepth; F(7,35) = 42.22,p < .001, for duration]. Ad-
ditionally, a review ofthe panels in Figure 10 shows that
as simulated depth increased, the structure required a
longer duration to build up. This interaction was signifi-
cant [F(21,105) = 22.81, p < .001]. In support of the
null effect ofsurface overlap found in Experiment 3, no
main effect of surface overlap was observed [F(1,5) =
.44]. All other comparisons were nonsignificant.
The eight curves in Figure 10 werefitwith Equation 2.
T, Emax, and goodness-of-fit values (RMS error) for each
curve are shown in Table 5. As found in all ofthe previ-
ous experiments, Emasincreased with largersimulatedob-
ject depths. In support ofthe findings in Experiment 3,
Emax was consistently larger for the objects with nonover-
lapping surfaces. A comparison ofthe r values shows that
as deeper objects are simulated, the derived r values in-
crease slightly, indicating that deep objects built up to
maximumdepth overa greaterduration than thatfor shal-
Position one Position two
Figure 9.SchematIc illustration showingthe positloulngofthe half-
ellipsoids in ExperIment 4. This top view shows the two extreme
orientationsfor an examplehalf-effipsold. Duringeach trial,the ob-
ject began at Position 1 andthen rotated with a constant velocity
about a vertical axis until it reached Position 2. In this diagram,
the rotation axis is orthogonal to the page andcoincident with the
intersectionofthe twodottedlines. These twopositions were always
symmetrical with the line of sight.
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Figure 10. The results of Experiment 4, showing the averagedepth judgments of6ob-
servers as a function ofthe simulated object depth, the amount ofsurface overlap, and
the rotationrange. The similarity ofthe lines ineach panel showsthatthere was no effect
ofsurface overlap replicating the results inExperiment 3. In the 5-and 10-cm simulated
object depths, It was found thatjudgments of object depth built upto maximum in only
about16°ofrotation, a durationofabout270 msec. This buildupis much faster thanthat
observed for curviiinearly translating objects.
low objects. This is surprising, because it is opposite to
the trend that was found in Experiments 1-3 with cur-
viinearlytranslating objects. Comparing racross the sur-
face overlap variable shows that T was slightly, but con-
sistently, higher forthe nonoverlapping objects, signifying
a more rapid buildup in the nonoverlapping-surface ob-
jects. This finding is consistent with the smalltrend found
in Experiment 3, suggesting that the small but reliable
differences in the r values between the amount of over-
Table 5
Calculated r (in Milliseconds), Em,, (in Centimeters), and
Root Mean Square (RMS) Error (in Centimeters) as a Function
of Amount of Surface Overlap and Simulated Object Depth
(in Centimeters) for Experiment 4
Surface Overlap
Nonoverlapping Overlapping
Object RMS RMS
Depth 7 Emax Error r Em~ Error
0 23 1.27 .25 20 1.28 .10
5 100 5.07 .14 90 4.85 .24
10 142 7.86 .40 115 7.47 .20
15 169 10.05 .35 145 9.24 .38
Average 109 93
lap conditions may reflect some basic property of the
process involved inthe recoveryof 3-D SFM. However,
further research is needed to test this possibility.
Whenthe rvalues in Experiment 3 (Table 4) are com-
pared with the r values in Experiment 4 (Table 5), we
find that when objects are rotating, judgments of depth
buildup to maximum over a much shorter duration. Col-
lapsing across the surface overlap variable for the 16-cm
object in Experiment 3 and the 15-cm object in Experi-
ment 4 (objects thatwere closelymatchedin perspective),
we find average rs of 343 and 157 msec, respectively.
Thisdifference is morethan a factoroftwo, showingthat
judgments ofperceived object depth for rotating objects
build up toa maximum inhalfthe time required forcur-
vilinearly translating objects.
Discussion
When the results of Experiment 4 are compared with
the results ofExperiment 3, we find thatstructure builds
up muchmore rapidly whenobjects are simulatedas rotat-
ing in depth rather than curviinearly translating. This is
the likely explanation forthe fast structural buildup ofthe
rotating object observed in the object-switching display
described earlier.
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Why do judgments of rotating objects build up faster
than judgments of translating objects? Without further
research, this question cannot be answered definitively.
One possibility, however, is that different processes for
recovering 3-D depth are used when objects are rotating
than when they are translating (e.g., Braunstein, 1986;
Braunstein & Andersen, 1984; Braunstein et al., 1986;
Braunstein &Tittle, 1988). Support forthis ideais given
by the facts that (1) the trends for the time constants be-
tween the different simulated object depths were oppo-
site in direction for rotation and for curvilinear transla-
tion and (2) a comparison ofthe Emax values for objects
ofsimilar simulateddepths showed that thejudgments of
depth extension leveled off at a much higher value for
rotating objects than for objects translating along a cur-
vilinear path (see Table 4, 16-cm object, and Table 3,
15-cm object).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In Experiment 1, it was found that the buildup of 3-D
structure was dependent on the speed at which an object
curvilinearly translated as well asthe range through which
theobject translated. Experiment 2 showedthat the buildup
ofdepthjudgments wasunaffectedby the numberofpoints
defining the object, including the maximum apparent
depth within each simulated object size condition. This
null effect ofpoint numerosity on maximum judgments
ofapparent depthisconsistent with previous findings (Eby
& Loomis, 1989; Dosher et al., 1989b). Experiments 3
and4 showedthat structuralbuildup isessentially the same
regardless ofthe smoothness oftheoptic flow field; how-
ever, a comparison of the best-fitting r values indicated
atendencyfor objects that produceda smooth local optic
flow (nonoverlapping-surface objects) to build up more
slowly than objects that produced nonsmooth local optic
flow (overlapping-transparent-surface objects). In Experi-
ment 4, the effect of structural buildup was studied as a
function of rotary motion rather than curvilinear transla-
tion. It was found that rotary motion produced a much
more rapid increase injudgments ofapparent depth than
did curvilinear translation; the average r was 127 msec,
less than half the average r in the fastest object transla-
tion condition in Experiment 1.
In all ofthe experiments, judgments ofapparent depth
reached asymptotic values at a level that was less than
the simulateddepth inthe objects; this trend was strong-
est for the objects thatwere simulatedas translating cur-
viinearly about thescreen center. Suchunderestimations
ofapparentdepthare common (see, e.g., Andersen, 1989;
Braunstein&Tittle, 1988; Eby & Loomis, 1989; Loomis
& Eby, 1987a, 1988, 1989, 1990).
There are several possibilities for why this occurred.
One is that the subject is underestimatingthe absolute dis-
tance . to the display monitor (Andersen, 1989; Ono,
Rivest, & Ono, 1986), resulting in a foreshortening of
the perceived depth from relative optical motion. Since
no data about the absolute distanceto the display was col-
lected, we cannot rule out this possibility. However, it
seems unlikely that thiscould accountfor all ofthe fore-
shortening of perceived depth extent reported here. For
example, in Experiment 3, the deepest simulated object
was 64 cm in depth, yetjudgments ofdepthaveraged only
about 10 cm; this is an underestimation of about 83%.
Such underestimations ofdepth would likely require the
subjectto perceivethe absolute distance ofthe display to
be atleast twothirds closerthan its physical location. This
is unlikely, and it is not supportedby the subjective im-
pressions of the author.
As suggested by Braunstein and Tittle (1988), another
possibility is that other sources of information signaling
flatness workagainstthe relative optical motion informa-
tion signaling depth. In the presentdisplays, the size and
luminance of all texture elements were equal, indicating
a flat object; accommodationwouldhaveprovided infor-
mation that the display was flat; and the equidistanceten-
dency (Gogel, 1965) might have provided a flatness sig-
nal. Although the effectiveness ofthis type of information
to signal flatnessin SFM displays has notbeen systemat-
ically investigated, it is likely that they reduced the sub-
jective impressions of depth in the present displays.
However, the characteristics of the texture elements,
accommodation, the equidistancetendency, and presum-
ably the absolute distance to the display were constant
throughout this study. If these sources of information
about flatness do notvary in effectiveness betweendiffer-
ent kinds ofmotions, and ifthe underestimationofdepth
was entirelythe resultofthese factors, one would expect
to find objects of similar simulated depths to be judged
as appearing to be roughly equal in depth extent when
the objects undergo different motions. This was not the
case in the present study; rotating objects built up to a
greater depth than did curviinearly translating objects
(compare Figures 8 and 10). This finding is consistent
with the results of Loomis and Eby (1990), who have
shown thatperceived depthjudgments ofthe same simu-
lated object undergoing a wide variety of motions vary
systematically withthe simulatedmotions, even whenthe
flatness information discussed previously is constant
throughout the experiment. These results suggest that
(1) the effectiveness offlatness information tosignal flat-
ness mayvary as afunction ofthe simulated 3-Dmotion;
(2) the depth informationproduced by the different simu-
lated 3-D motionsmay varyin effectiveness; or (3) a com-
bination of bothpossibility 1 and possibility 2 contributes
to the foreshortening of depth judgments.
The curves relating reported depth to display duration
in each experiment were fit with exponential functions
(Equations 1 and 2). Two consistent trendswere observed
between experiments. First, Emax increased with larger
simulatedobject depths, as expected. Second, in Experi-
ments 1, 2, and 3, therewas a tendency for the derived
r values to vary inversely with simulated object depth.
This factsuggeststhat deep simulated objects built up to
maximum depth over a shorter duration (and range ofmo-
tion) than did shallow objects when objects were simu-PERCEPTUAL BUILDUP OF DEPTH 177
lated ascurviinearly translating. Because the 2-D projec-
tions ofdeep objects in motion produce a greater amount
of relative motion between image points than do shallow
objects undergoingthe same motion, the trend for simu-
lated object depth and r may suggest that the output of
the mechanismfor recovering 3-D SFM is closely linked
with the magnitude of relativemotion in a display.4 If so,
we would expect the objects defined by overlapping trans-
parent surfaces (Experiments 3 and 4) to be best fit by
r values that are smaller than the best-fitting rs for non-
overlapping-surface objects. (The reason forthis is that,
for overlapping-transparent-surface objects, textureele-
ments on one surface move relative to the elements on
the transparentsurface in front; thisis relative motionthat
would not be presentwithout the second surface.) Indeed,
both experiments on the amount ofoverlapoftransparent
surfaces showed slightly higher r values for nonover-
lapping-surface objects; however, these differences were
quite small.
The nature of the relationship between r and relative
motion, however, is still unclear. A simple measurement
of relative motionin a display (e.g., Loomis & Eby, 1989,
1990) cannot explain why opposite effects for r and simu-
lated object depth werefound when objectsrotated inEx-
periment 4. In this experiment, rincreased with increases
in simulatedobject depth, atrend opposite to that observed
in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. This finding supports theidea
that optic flow fields produced by rotation may be pro-
cessed differentlythan optic flow fieldsproduced bytrans-
lations (see, e.g., Braunstein, 1986; Braunstein & An-
dersen, 1984), or, at the very least, analyzed using
information other than relative motion in the interpreta-
tion ofthe optic flow. Moreover, in Experiment 1, rde-
creased with decreasing speeds of translation. The fact
that this decrease in r occurred even when the average
relative motion between points per degree of curvilinear
translation was the same for all three translation speeds
suggests that the mechanismfor recovering 3-D SFM may
respond to the time rate ofrelative motion rather than sim-
ply relative motion per distinct view.
In summary, the present results agree withand extend
the results ofprevious investigations into the buildup of
3-D structure(Hildrethet al., 1990; Loomis&Eby, 1988).
The results show that Wallach and O’Connell’s (1953)
assertion that tridimensionality is immediately perceived
in a KDE display is correct. However, judgments of
amount of depthcontinue to increase up to about .5 sec.
In addition, the rate of this buildup is dependent on the
type ofobject motion, the duration, and the range through
which the object moves.
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NOTES
1. Anearlier report ofthisresearch can be foundin Inada, Hildreth,
Grzywacz, and Adelson (1986).
2. In previous studies (Loomis & Eby, 1988, 1989), we have called
this type ofmotion revolution.
3. From theresults ofpilotstudies, itwasdeterminedthat thisblanking
periodwas ofsufficient duration to allow any recovered depthto col-
lapsebeforethenextstimulus display. Thesubject wasallowed to view
the stimulus for asmany repetitions as was necessary to make an as-
sessment ofapparent depth extent; the importance ofunlimited view-
ing time has been pointed out by Todd and Bressan (1990).
4. A similar idea has been pursued by Loomis andEby (1989, 1990),
who haveshownthatjudgmentsofdepth (afterasymptotic depthlevels
were reached)tend to correlate highly with a globalmeasure ofrelative
motion parallax calculated on the display elements.
APPENDIX
In order to describe the shapes of the curves in this study,
all ofthe curves were fit withexponential functions of the form:
= Emax[1—(e_”1°)},
where D’ is thejudged perceived depth at some range, r is the
range of motion in degrees, Em~is the asymptotic extension
in depth, and a is the space constant (in degrees) denoting the
steepness of the curve. Written in terms oftemporal variables,
this equation is:
= Emax[1_(e_t/T)],
where t is theduration (inmilliseconds) and r is the fitted time
constant (in milliseconds).
For each empirical curve, the best-fitting exponential func-
tion wasdetermined by iteratively selecting thecombination of
Emax anda orr that minimized the RMS error fromthe empiri-
cal data. E~ wasvaried because inmany ofthe curves adefinite
asymptotic depth value was not apparent. Over all of the ex-
periments, the fits of the curves to the data were quite good;
RMS error values ranged from .10to .85 cm, with mostvalues
falling around .50 cm.
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